Preliminary Denver II Workshop Agenda
[Draft 05/08/17]
Workshop Goals: Review and assess the role of the JR in meeting the challenges of
the 2013-2023 IODP Science Plan, Including:
• Contextualize the community survey report
• Complete the template for reporting at the workshop
Workshop Products:
• Produce workshop report in concert with USSSP
• Finalize “one-pagers” addressing each of the 14 IODP challenges

Day 1
Morning: Overview
a. Introduction to JR renewal needs and process; survey results
i. 8:00 Welcome and logistics
ii. 8:15 Meeting Organization -- introduce steering committee and
section leaders
iii. 8:30 Reason we are here
iv. 8:45 Survey Results - short overview with highlights of concerns in
data
b. Directions/ charge
i. 9:15 focus on leaders, show example products
c. Break
i. 9:30 - 10 including time to move to breakout rooms
Late Morning, Afternoon: 10 - 12; 1:30 - 3:00 3:30 - 5:00
a. Breakout sessions to review synthesis of survey results:
• Review of the IODP Science Plan and the JR’s contributions to date in
addressing its themes and challenges
• What are the specific merits of the JR and how will the facility
continue to help accomplish the goals of the Science Plan?
• Outline possible enhancements/modifications to the JR, if needed.

• Regional operations
b. Complete TEMPLATE for reporting results
i. meaning each group leaves with a summary statement in place

Day 2
Early Morning: Breakout groups review, revise
… or each group can reconvene to review the statement for each theme and
wordsmith it
BREAK- distribute the table of results
Late Morning: Groups present results outlining:
• Review of the IODP Science Plan and the JR’s contributions to date in
addressing its themes and challenges
• What are the specific merits of the JR and how will the facility continue to help
accomplish the goals of the Science Plan?
• Outline possible enhancements/modifications to the JR, if needed.
• Regional operations
Afternoon: Identify missing elements, issues
an option- bring in the theme summaries to close?

Day 3
Steering Committee and select writers remain to finalize the report

